Our state of the art Enomatic machines have given us an opportunity to offer a choice of 8 different wines by the glass, but of a much higher
value than we could normally offer. This is because when the wine is dispensed, nitrogen gas is pumped in to create a blanket of inert gas
protecting the wine from oxidising for at least 4 weeks…not that the wines are there for that long. This allows us to promote our favourite
wines by the glass and you to taste them without committing to buying the bottle, win win.

white wine

LE LESC, CÔTES DE GASCOGNE (SOUTH WEST FRANCE)

BTL 21.00 | 175ml 5.50 | 250ml 7.50
Crisp, easy, fruity and refreshing white. It is no surprise that it appears at many a fine restaurant as the house bottle
RIOJA BLANCO, GRAN CERDO (RIOJA, SPAIN) BTL 23.00 | 175ml 5.90 | 250ml 8.10
Medium bodied, fruity, dry, great value and Organic (not certified). 80% Viura with 10 other varieties, a little funky but fresh and fruity.

SAMURAI CHARDONNAY, FREE RUN JUICE (SOUTH AUSTRALIA) BTL 24.00 | 175ml 6.20 | 250ml 8.50
Low intervention no oak Chardonnay. Clean, fresh and fruity with some balmy Aussie summer thrown in.
PICPOUL DE PINET, CHATEAU DE LA MIRANDE (LANGUEDOC, FRANCE)

BTL 25.00 | 175ml 6.50 | 250ml 8.90

Fresh, easy drinking white wine with a little seaside spritz. Ideal for shellfish and lighter foods.

RIESLING RESERVE, TURCKHEIM (ALSACE, FRANCE)

BTL 28.00 | 175ml 7.10 | 250ml 9.80

Pure and fruit-driven with aromas of cut limes and a hint of petrol. A perfumed honeyed palate and mineral complexity.

SAUVIGNON BLANC, CIRCUMSTANCE (STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA) BTL 30.00 | 175ml 7.60 | 250ml 10.50
They call this lovely South African Sauvignon the Pouilly Fume of Stellenbosch! Delicious crispy wine, steely minerality, notes of stone fruit and fennel.
BOURGOGNE ALIGOTÉ, HUGUES GOISOT (BURGUNDY, FRANCE) BTL 35.00 | 175ml 7.60 | 250ml 12.10
Dry, elegant, pure Burgundy but Aligote! Delightful taught and clean white burgundy, so delightfully easy to drink, blink and its gone.

HORSMONDEN DRY WHITE, DAVENPORT VINEYARDS (EAST SUSSEX, ENGLAND)

BTL 36.00

Spring fresh like a summer meadow. Dry, zippy, crunchy white wine, full of elderflower, cut grass, white peach and apple characters.
This is English summertime in a glass.

CHENIN BLANC, NICOLAS REAU (LOIRE, FRANCE)

BTL 38.00

Nicolas was a Jazz and blues pianist until he was 22 when he became a winemaker. This is a dry Chenin Blanc with a clean, mineral finish.
Light and very expressive lime, orange peel ending with racy acidity

EVOLUTION WHITE, SOKOL BLOSSER (OREGON, UNITED STATES)

BTL 40.00

A secret blend, aromatic, lush, clean white fruit. Both complex and approachable, intensely aromatic with a soft and round sweetness that is
tempered by a burst of citrus, leaving the finish clean and crisp.

red wine
LE LESC, CÔTES DE GASCOGNE (SOUTH WEST, FRANCE) BTL 20.00 | 175ml 5.20 | 250ml 7.20

Fruity, easy drinking, great value red made up from Cabernet, Merlot, Tannat. It is no surprise that it appears at many a fine restaurant as the house bottle
BOBAL, PAGO DE THARSYS (LEVANT, SPAIN) BTL 21.00 | 175ml 5.50 | 250ml 7.50

With cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg, damson, balsamic, and ripe juicy red berries its almost too easy drinking.

GRAN CERDO TINTO (RIOJA, SPAIN)

BTL 23.00 | 175ml 5.90 | 250ml 8.10

The juicy elements of Tempranillo shine through with no dirty oak to mask the charm making this the best value natural red on the market!

CABERNET MERLOT, GOOD HOPE WINERY (STELLENBOSCH, SA) BTL 25.00 | 175ml 6.00 | 250ml 8.80

Medium bodied red, dark fruits, spice, pepper, fresh and fruity, not too heavy and well balanced.

CÔTES-DU-RHÔNE, TERRE DU MISTRAL (RHÔNE, FRANCE)

BTL 26.00 | 175ml 5.90 | 250ml 8.10

Hearty, full bodied, fruity, Natural Grenache blend. A Cotes du Rhone with great character and plump fresh fruit, pure gutsy Rhone,
a bit Sauvage round the edges.

MALBEC, ‘HERITAGE’CHATEAU DU CÈDRE (CAHORS, FRANCE)

BTL 30.00 | 175ml 7.60 | 250ml 10.20

Top Malbec from one of the most passionate and skilled teams of winegrowers we have ever come across. The work of Jean-Marc consists
of growing biodynamicaly close-to-perfect grapes in the vineyards, while Pascal meticulously transforms these grapes into arguably the
greatest Malbec wines to be found anywhere.

NERO D‘AVOLA, BAGLIO ROSSO (SICILY, ITALY) BTL 32.00 | 175ml 8.10 | 250ml 11.20

Organic, natural, fruity, rustic red. Dark in colour, has notes of black fruit, cedar, spice, mocha and earth. Very good with chops on a rainy night.

PRIMITIVO ‘GIOIA DEL COLLE’, FATALONE (PUGLIA, ITALY) BTL 35.00

Rich, rustic, blockbuster wine. A big wine, rich and concentrated It has sweet tobacco scents and flavours of sour black cherry, plum and
toffee. It is perfect for tasty lamb cooked slowly with rosemary and gravy.

BLAUFRANKISCH HOCHACKER, WEINGUT FRANZ WENINGER (BURGENLAND, AUSTRIA) BTL 38.00

Red berry fruit, delicate forest berries, subtle notes of cherry, spices, and tobacco. Complex but not opulent, dense and extremely concentrated. Perfect with Steak.

BEAUJOLAIS ‘VIELLES VIGNES’, JEAN CLAUD LAPALU (BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE) BTL 41.00

Such a different beast to the bubble Gum flavoured Nouveau de Beaouf of the bad old days. A wonderfully wild nose of leather, tar and red
cherry and palate-punching dark fruits: stylistically similar to Burgundy with both finesse and power.

rose wine
RÉSERVE DE GASSAC ROSÉ (LANGUEDOC, FRANCE)

BTL 21.00 | 175ml 5.50 | 250ml 7.50

Dry, subtle, very easy summer drinking, , to be drunk with anything at any time, chilled in the garden on a warm evening, it is ideal.

PINK, JUDITH BECK (BURGENLAND, AUSTRIA) BTL 30.00

Natural Rose from Austria. Berries and herbs on the nose, strawberry and hints of thyme on the palate. Perfect glass of Pink.

ROSE WHISPERING ANGEL, CH. DESCLANS (PROVENCE, FRANCE) BTL 38

Very very pale delicate salmon pink. Redcurrant, touch of peach, pink grapefruit. textural, lovely oiliness, and soft acidity. Very
easy drinking.

orange wine
GRIS DE GRIS, CHATEAU MERCIAN (FUEFUKI DISTRICT, JAPAN) BTL 38.00

“Like sucking a freshly-shucked oyster through pink silk.” Sweet and gentle aromas of apricot, candied pear, Darjeeling, old Rose with subtle
vanilla notes. Amazing with some meaty fish.

sparkling wine
PROSECCO SPUMANTE DOC, APERIETTA (VENETO, ITALY)

BTL 25.00 | 125ml 6.00

Fresh and gently fruity fizz. A great example of house Prosecco.

CAVA BRUT NATURE, DOMINIO DE THARSYS (PENEDES, SPAIN)

BTL 28.00

Fresh with fine bubbles, clean floral notes and nice grassy aromas, step up from Prosecco.

champagne
BRUT RESERVE NV, TAITTINGER (CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE)

BTL 55.00

Distinctively light Champagne. Dry yet refreshing- an excellent Champagne to drink with delicately flavoured food.

BRUT PRESTIGE ROSE NV, TAITTINGER (CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE) BTL 62.00

Its strong character is also shown in its delightfully unique, intense, shimmering colour. A superbly blended rosé.

BRUT VINTAGE, TAITTINGER (CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE) BTL 75.00

A rich blend of primarily Grand Cru Chardonnay and Pinot Noir shows off the quality of the great vintages with their extra body

